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KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Boundary Country digital marketing performance has seen both positive and negative 
impacts from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Boundary Country hosted a fall digital display campaign from Sept. 22 to Oct. 22. The 
campaign resulted in 2,867,110 impressions and 8,574 landing page visitors. 
Landing page url: boundarybc.com/discover-trails/

From January to December 2020, BoundaryBC.com website was visited by 73,293 users 
(+21%) through 89,124 sessions (+20%) over 164,605 pageviews (+18%). The average 
session duration was 1 minute and 32 seconds (+11%), with an average of 1.8 pages per 
session (-2%).

Social media posting and ad spend were paused as of March 16. Posts were periodic over 
May and began again consistently on June 4th.

Over the period, the @BoundaryCountryBC Facebook page gained 746 net likes (-50%), 
totalling 7,712 fans (+12%).

During the period, the @BoundaryCountry Instagram account gained 506 net followers 
(-2%), bringing the count to 1,777 followers (+39%).

*Percentages in brackets (+%) indicated changes from the same period (Jan.-Dec.) of 2019

January to December  2020

https://boundarybc.com/discover-trails/


COVD-19

The COVID-19 pandemic brought the world to a halt, and has greatly altered the tourism 

industry and the way it operates. It is important to keep the pandemic in mind when analyzing 

results for the digital efforts of the Boundary Country website and social media accounts. Our 

channels are garnering different traffic than previous reporting periods as our targets have 

shifted in accordance with travel guidelines and health regulations. 

Key COVID-19 Dates:

● March 17th -  BC State of Emergency Declared

○ Social Media Activity Suspended

■ Accounts remain monitored

● May 8th - Periodic Social Media Activity Resumed

○ Ad $ Still Suspended

● BC Moves into Phase 3 of BC Restart Plan 

● June 4th - Social Media Activity Reinstated 

● July 17th - Social Ad Spend Reinstated

● November 19th - Provincial Health Officer of B.C. introduces new COVID-19 guidelines 

which include urging British Columbians to avoid non-essential travel

○ Extended until January 8th

○ Provincial and regional messaging switched to exploring/supporting local

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/emergency-preparedness-response-recovery/covid-19-provincial-support/restrictions


FALL DIGITAL CAMPAIGN

From September 22nd to October 22nd, Boundary Country engaged in a fall digital 

marketing campaign, hosted by marketing agency, War Room. Our goal for this 

campaign was to reach an audience of British Columbia residents identified using 

industry research to drive visitation within the shoulder season. 

Here are the key results of the campaign: 

● 8,242 ad clicks

● 8,574 landing page visitors

● 2,867,110 impressions

● Top regions for conversion: Surrey, Vancouver, Burnaby

Campaign Highlights:

● Number of landing page visitors exceed number of ad clicks. 

This means multiple users returned to the website after first 

exposure to the ad.

● Exceeded ad click goal by 227%

Landing Page

https://boundarybc.com/discover-trails/
https://boundarybc.com/discover-trails/


WEBSITE HIGHLIGHTS
Over the period, the BoundaryBC.com website 

was visited by 73,293 users through 89,124 

sessions over 164,605 pageviews. The average 

session duration was 1 minute and 33 seconds, 

with an average of 1.8 pages per session.

The top channel was organic search at 81% of 

traffic, followed by direct traffic at 8%.

Website traffic was significantly higher than the 

previous year, with users spending more time on 

site. These results are pleasantly surprising 

considering the impacts of COVID-19. The 

pandemic may have helped expand interest in the 

region to a different audience, one of the potential 

possible causes for the significant increases. 

YEAR TO DATE PERFORMANCE January to December  2020



WEBSITE HIGHLIGHTS
TOP PAGES January to December  2020

The top landing page for BoundaryBC.com was the Trails 

page that was featured in the latest Boundary Country 

digital marketing campaign.

The top Second Page viewed was the Maps page.

Top Landing Page

/ = Home page



WEBSITE HIGHLIGHTS
AUDIENCE - GEOGRAPHY January to December  2020

For the period, British Columbia has been the top 

region by users for the Boundary Country website 

at 79%, followed by Alberta at 10% and Ontario at 

3%.

The top cities by users were Vancouver at 15%, 

followed by Kelowna at 11%, and Surrey at 10%.



WEBSITE HIGHLIGHTS
AUDIENCE PROFILE January to December  2020

User age groups were fairly evenly distributed, 

with the largest segment being aged 25-34. The 

smallest segment was the age group of 18-24.

Users of BoundaryBC.com were split evenly 

between women (18%) and men (17%), though 

most users did not list a gender.

Most users viewed BoundaryBC.com on mobile at 

58% or desktop at 36%.



FACEBOOK
Over the period, the @BoundaryBC Facebook page 

has had Net Fan Growth of 748, bringing the count to 

7,719 followers. There were 517,135 impressions 

and 27,197 engagements on previous posts.

Social media posting and ad spend were paused as 

of March 16 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Posts 

continued periodically and resumed with regularity 

(less frequent) on June 4th. Facebook ads resumed 

on July 17th. Social media ad spend waspaused due 

to travel restrictions in the Greater Vancouver Area, 

which is a main target of ours in terms of fan 

generation, from Nov. 7-Nov. 23. Ad spend resumed 

on Nov. 24. Further restrictions from B.C.’s Minister of 

Health resulted in pausing ad spend again from Dec. 

8th through the end of the month.

Facebook activity was significantly decreased 

compared to last year. The decrease in numbers can 

likely be attributed to the social media pause in the 

spring, and not getting back to regular posting 

volumes until June 4th.

OVERVIEW January to December  2020



FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK PAGE - VISITOR VIEW January to December  2020



FACEBOOK
TOP POSTS BY ENGAGEMENT January to December  2020



FACEBOOK

Social media posting and ad spend were paused 

as of March 16 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. At 

this point, engagement levels dropped because of 

the lack of posts, resulting in significantly 

decreased Facebook activity compared to the 

previous year.

We see the beginning of an uptick after posting 

resumes on June 4th. Our team scaled down the 

Published Posts/week from 5 (pre-pandemic) to 3 

which explains the more gradual rise. The 

engagements chart reflects our posting patterns.

OVERVIEW January to December  2020



The current fan base on Boundary’s Facebook account is 56% Women, on par with the previous monthly reports, with a fairly 

even distribution of age groups from 25 to 65. The largest segment is the 65+ group.

FACEBOOK
AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS January to December  2020



Geographics are consistent with the previous monthly reports, with most fans located in Canada, followed by the United States. 

Surrey has surpassed Vancouver as Top City for our audience, with Grand Forks overtaking Kelowna to round out the top 3.

FACEBOOK
AUDIENCE GEOGRAPHICS January to December  2020



INSTAGRAM
OVERVIEW January to December  2020

During the period, the @BoundaryCountry Instagram 

account gained 506 net followers, bringing the count to 

1,777 followers. 109 posts were published in the period. 

Social media posting and ad spend were paused as of 

March 16 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Social media 

posting resumed on June 4. Social media ad spend was 

paused due to travel restrictions in the Greater Vancouver 

Area, which is a main target of ours in terms of fan 

generation, from Nov. 7-Nov. 23. Ad spend resumed on 

Nov. 24. Further restrictions from B.C.’s Minister of Health 

resulted in pausing ad spend again from Dec. 8th through 

the end of the month.

Instagram activity is significantly increased in most 

categories compared to last year despite lower posting 

rates. This is encouraging considering the effects of 

COVID-19. 



INSTAGRAM PAGE - VISITOR VIEW January to December  2020

INSTAGRAM

Mobile

Desktop



TOP POSTS BY ENGAGEMENT January to December  2020

INSTAGRAM



INSTAGRAM
OVERVIEW January to December  2020

Social media posting and ad spend were paused as of 

March 16 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. At this point, 

engagement levels dropped because of the lack of posts, 

resulting in significantly decreased Facebook activity 

compared to the previous year. Posts were periodic 

through May with regular (less frequent) posting starting 

on June 4.

We see the beginning of an uptick after posting resumed 

on June 4th. The trend line has grown steadily, in a similar 

fashion to the previous year, which is encouraging to see 

as posting volume has been decreased.



The fan base on Boundary’s Instagram account is mainly Women at 60%. The largest segment of followers is 25-34 with 32% 

of total followers. Instagram generally has a younger audience than Facebook, which is consistent with our collected data.

AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS January to December  2020

INSTAGRAM



Most fans were located in Canada, followed by the USA. The top cities by followers were Grand Forks, Kelowna, and Vancouver.

AUDIENCE GEOGRAPHICS January to December  2020

INSTAGRAM



CONTACT

Kelly Galaski
Boundary Country Project Manager

t: 778.721.5448
e: kelly@totabc.com

mailto:kelly@totabc.com


BACKGROUND



Boundary Country is a destination marketing brand for the local tourism industry sponsored by Regional District Kootenay 

Boundary (RDKB) RDKB is represented by Area C, D, E, City of Grand Forks, Village of Midway, City of Greenwood. Digital 

marketing is managed by Symphony Tourism Services, a subsidiary of the Thompson Okanagan Tourism Association.

OVERVIEW



Communities, hamlets, and mountains:

Highway 33:

• Big White

• Baldy Mountain

• Beaverdell / Carmi

• Westbridge

• Christian Valley

Geographic Connections:

• Kettle Valley Rail Trail / The Great Trail

• Kettle River / West Kettle River

• Okanagan Highlands (west of Kettle River)

• Monashee Mountains (east of Kettle River)

GEOGRAPHIC AREA
Highway 3:

• Bridesville

• Rock Creek

• Greenwood

• Midway

• Phoenix Mountain

• Grands Forks

• Christina Lake

Provincial Parks (west to east):

• Conkle Lake Provincial Park

• Kettle River Recreation Area

• Johnstone Creek Provincial Park

• Boundary Creek Provincial Park

• Jewel Lake Provincial Park

• Granby Provincial Park

• Bluejoint Creek Recreation Site

• Boothman’s Oxbow Provincial Park

• Gilpin Grasslands Provincial Park

• Christina Lake Provincial Park

• Gladstone Provincial Park



Objectives

• Increase visitation to Boundary Country as an alternative touring route

• Increase longer overnight stays

• Increase tourism revenue

• Increase shoulder season visitation in June / September

• Increase social media engagement and traveler advocacy

• Increase business referrals and clicks throughs from the website to operators to close the sales

Target Market
• Family and Baby Boomers – Ages 25-64

• Lower Mainland / Okanagan to Alberta travelers

• Washington Route 97 travelers

OVERVIEW



Themes

• Outdoor recreation

• History

• Culture

Messages

• Travel in Boundary Country connects people, refreshes 
the human spirit, and creates stories

• Boundary Country offers natural beauty and easy 
access to wilderness

• Boundary Country is a rural corridor set amongst small 
townships with many outdoor recreational experiences 
for activity and adventure seekers

• Boundary Country is a diverse route with mountain 
resorts, communities and hamlets with historic 
character, The Great Trail

• Big White is the perfect getaway for family, couples, 
and friends

CONTENT

Key experiences include:

• Kettle Valley Rail Trail / The Great Trail

• Hiking / Walking 

• Biking

• Watersports in lakes and rivers

• Health retreats

• Culinary themes and events

• Road Trip – Lower Mainland, Alberta, Washington

• Winter - snowmobile drag races, ice fishing, Winterfest



Facebook - ~3 posts per week (Sunday to Thursday)

• Mix between links to website or third-party article/blog and photos adapted from Instagram content

Instagram –~ 3 posts per week (Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday)

• 3 photos sourced from Instagram user-generated content

• Curation and collection of photo database to use for social media content

Facebook & Instagram Advertising – based on monthly budget, adjusted to meet digital marketing goals

• Facebook page promotion

• Post boosting

• Website traffic

• Video views

SOCIAL MEDIA
CHANNELS



SOCIAL MEDIA
CONTENT PLANNING

Third Party Topics

• Wellness from nature - BC Effect – Destination BC

• Sustainable Tourism – Thompson Okanagan

• Route 97 Itineraries

Keywords:

• Adventure unlimited

• Off the beaten path

• Accessible wilderness



SOCIAL MEDIA
ENGAGEMEMENT

HOW STAKEHOLDERS CAN GET INVOLVED

• Follow and review Boundary Country posts to learn more about neighboring destinations and get ideas for types of content 

to share to your own channels.

@BoundaryBC – Facebook | Instagram

• Amplify Boundary Country’s messages by liking the post and sharing it on your Facebook or Instagram Stories (both 

business and personal). Get engaged with the community of potential visitors by commenting on posts and responding to 

user comments. Boundary Country mentions stakeholder accounts when possible so you will get a notification.

• Participate by getting active on your social channels to increase awareness of your destination.

o Tag @BoundaryBC on relevant posts, especially related to visitor experiences, new products, and upcoming events (~6 

weeks in advance).

o Tag your relevant Instagram posts with “#BoundaryCountry #ExploreBC #ExploreCanada to tap into audiences interested 

in travel. Your images may be curated by destination marketing organizations.

o Create a Facebook event or webpage and send it to boundarybc@gmail.com to add to the website

mailto:boundarybc@gmail.com

